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Ak,Su: The Wall of Dykes

(Plates 23-25 and back cover)

With cheap air travel and easy access to all parts of the world, we are
now in the golden age of exploration. Pre-war climbers couldn't go

to Patagonia, the Himalaya and the Arctic all in one year! Yet as far as free
climbing walls go, the mountains of the world are virtually untouched. It's
an arena that offers a vast amount of exploration, which was why my friends
and I chose to visit the Ak-Su valley in Kyrghyzstan. In 1996 Lyon Hill,
Alex Lowe and Conrad Ankerbrought back tales of huge cliffs more featured
than the polished walls of Yosemite and eminently free-climbable. The low
altitude was also a bonus, as strenuous free climbing can be hard enough at
sea level. The highest peak in the area, Pik Pyramidalniy, is only 5510m
and the granite spires are all under 5000m.

In recent years free climbing of big walls has become increasingly popular.
One of the first ground-breaking achievements was Kurt Albert's and
Wolfgang Gullich's free ascent of the Slovene Route on Trango Tower in the
eighties. In Yosemite, Skinner and Piana pioneered what is possible on El
Capitan's Salathe Wall and Lyon Hill's one-day free ascent of The Nose is
already legendary. The Americans and the Germans dominated the scene
until mid-September 1997, when Yuji Hirayama made the first single push
and fourth free ascent of the Salathe Wall (V 5.1 3b) in 37'12 hours. The
British have made forays onto shorter walls but we hadn't touched the really
big stuff. It was with this in mind that Noel Craine, Johnny Dawes, Dave
Green and I packed our sacks for Ak-Su.

We arrived at Heatbrow with thirty minutes to go before the plane took
off. Noel went to the long-stay car park and then to buy the crucial American
dollars whilst we found the weighing scales and started repacking in a futile
attempt to beat the pitiful 20 kilo allowance. Although we each had 50
kilos we were determined not to pay any excess. All the hardware went
into our pockets, the usual seam, and we each put on our Gore-Tex suit
and mountain boots. As there was no one else at the check-in I assumed
that we had arrived early and that the queue would start building up soon,
so when Noel arrived we waddled to the desk to be there first. The woman
behind the counter looked us up and down in bewilderment.

'Surely you're not here for the Tashkent flight?'
'Yes. Is something wrong?'
'You're too late. It's about to take off.' Panic set in amongst our team as

we saw our dream of climbing in Ak-Su melt away.
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'But we're an important expedition to the Pamir Alai mountains,' we
lied.

'I'll see what I can do,' sighed the woman, reaching for her mobile phone.
'If you rush to the gate they might just let you on.'

And so they never found out the weight of our grotesquely heavy bags
and we struggled off, very smug with our uncontrollable trolleys. Unfor
tunately, at the X-ray machine they pulled the Dawes apart. The metal
detector went crazy because of all the camming devices in his pockets and
his bags seemed to be full of offensive weapons - pegs and such.

We stumbled onto the plane, sheepish, realising we had held up 300 people
for half an hour, and settled into our seats for aperitifs.

'Has everybody still got their passports?' I enquired by the by.
'I have,' said Noel.
'I have,' said Dave.
Johnny rummaged around and began frantically slapping at his pockets.
'Mine's gone. Oh God!'
Ropes and hardware were scattered around the cabin, to stares from

fellow passengers, but to no avail. As the crew prepared for take-off it
became obvious that we couldn't leave. They would never let him into
Uzbekistan without a passport. Noel and Johnny ran down the aisle to
stop the plane as Dave and I discussed the possibility of deserting our team
mate. Next minute the doors had been opened again and the Dawes was in
the hold rooting through everybody's bags. No luck though, and the other
travellers were now looking irate. In a last attempt to save his trip the
Dawes ran back to the gate - and there it was, in a trolley, sandwiched
between the Tibetan Book ofthe Dead and The Secret Life ofPlants. With sighs
of relief and a surprisingly relaxed response from the cabin crew we took
off for Central Asia.

Almost at the end of our flight, we were somewhere over Kazakhstan
and I had been staring down at the patterns in the desert below for hours.
I asked the steward what was the name of the desert and he sighed, 'That is
no desert; that is the Aral Sea.' We were astounded. We had always read
and seen film of 'the greatest environmental disaster in the world', but at
home you can feel a bit of sadness and then forget about it and carry on
with your dinner. Seeing it for real, albeit from a safe distance, left a lasting
impression on us. Later we were to discover from locals that the drying up
of the Aral Sea had had a dramatic effect on the climate of the Pamir
mountains, with less precipitation than in previous times. To us climbers
this seemed a good thing but to the Kyrghyz, trying to grow chick peas and
tobacco, not so.

On landing in Tashkent we were met by our interpreter and cook Artyk,
a mild-mannered lad with Tartar looks, who was to give us much enter
tainment and grief over the coming month. Shopping for our supplies in
the 300 heat was a blur of noise and colour. We sped from one giant market
to another past vast empty squares where Soviet troops used to march, no
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doubt. Statues of Lenin and hammer and sickle murals were conspicuous
in a city which had so obviously embraced capitalism.

It soon transpired that Artyk had never been shopping. At home his
mother did all that, he told us, so the catering was left to the team. He was
also shocked when we bought no meat. The reason for his being upset
became more evident at our base camp when he admitted that the only
food he knew how to cook was, in fact, meat. One refreshing aspect of
walking around Tashkent was the anonymity we could retain, as a white
people, compared with people from other Asian countries. In ex-Soviet
Asia there are many White Russians. Stalin sent them here in the thirties
in his great plan to mix up all the races and break down ethnic pride. Today,
as a tourist in this Central Asian city, nobody even casts you a second glance.

The following morning we hit the road for the mountains. What we were
told would be a six-hour drive turned out to take twenty hours from
Uzbekistan, through Tadjikistan and into Kyrghyzstan. At the Tadjik
Kyrghyz border a slimy looking official swaggered over and shook our
hands. Slung over his shoulder was a rifle with a Rambo sticker on the
butt. Quickly he whipped the offensive weapon into his hand and thrust it
towards Noel, who jumpedback in fright. The archetypal border official laughed
out loud and spat his gum into the dust. He only wanted Noel to play with his
gun. When the bored guards learnt we were alpinists they invited us to climb
the vertical mud crag above their remote dwellings. It looked quite appealing
but the thought of th~m taking pot shots at us led us to decline.

We arrived in the village of Katran in the middle of the night and stayed
at the horseman's house, which was hastily reorganised to cater for us.
Our lack of Kyrghyz or Russian caused many misunderstandings - for
instance, when Johnny, who was worried that we had taken the horseman's
young daughter's room, enquired, with all the right sign language, if they
were going to sleep with us. We could always count on Johnny, or the
Loose Canon as he had become known, to get us into trouble, but we could
also count on him to test all the scary-looking food. He would tuck into
the salads and unpasteurised dairy products with relish. The problem was
that when he became violently ill we had no way of telling exactly which
meal was responsible.

We awoke in a sunny, peaceful mountain village and staggered out into
the street, rubbing our eyes. At the roadhead we chilled out in an apple
orchard, wrestling and bouldering with our horsemen. Then a game was
played not too dissimilar to British Bulldogs but on horseback. One rider
holds onto a dead goat whilst all the other riders try to relieve the said rider
of his goat in a high-speed chase. In the absence of a dead goat a rolled up
blanket was used, and in the absence of a proficient horseman, I was used.
My horse galloped through the dense orchard, egged on by the whoops
and whips of the horsemen as they gave chase, but before they could catch
me I was dragged through an apple tree and I found myself hanging from a
branch for a second and then lying in the dirt.
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Without too many injuries we began our trek into the mountains. Our
agent had told us that it was a one-day approach to our base camp, and
then this was mysteriously extended to three days. We were told a road had
been washed away but this didn't ring true as we knew that another team of
Brits had gone in the other way. Things became even more mysterious as
we passed very friendly sheep herders in some valleys but met with outright
hostility in other valleys. Much later we were to discover that we were
passing through pockets of Tadjik teritory within Kyrghyzstan and that
thousands of people had been killed in the Ferghana Valley region since
the collapse of communism. The fighting had been over border disputes,
and bad feeling lingers between these people.

On our second day of walking we passed over a high col and ate bread
and lard with a herdsman. There then followed a long uphill day through
gorges and past nomads who sold us yoghurt and cream. As we entered
the Ak-Su valley we were overawed at the sight of the mountains of rock.
It was like walking into Yosemite but with bigger walls and only about
fifteen other folk.

As we rolled into camp in a dwarf juniper forest we met the only other
climbers there - a hotshot American team of two women and two guys.
They were shocked to see us arriving with our horsemen friends.

'What are you doing with those guys?' asked Steph, who glared at the
men as they kept their distance.

'They're the ones who robbed us at knifepoint!' Another mystery. These
men who had been our good friends turned out to be bandits in their spare
time! We swapped addresses, promised to send photos, bade our farewells
and they galloped away, rifles slung over their shoulders.

We were to climb as two independent teams, so Dave and I wandered off
to search for a likely objective. We hadn't walked long when we stopped
and gawped at the giant block of granite to the right of the Russian Tower.
It was over a thousand metres high and seamed with quartz dykes of all
colours. As far as we could later ascertain nobody had ever climbed to its
sharp little summit but, most importantly, the face looked like it might go
all free. We acclimatised on Small Tower with a seven-pitch 5.10 and were
delighted to fmd the rock featured with chicken heads and ripples.

After a rest at camp, where Artyk cooked the worst food any of us had
ever eaten, Dave and I escaped across the river to the wall. It began easily
enough on the lower apron in cracks but as they ran out the climbing became
scary friction. At a giant detached flake we fixed the ropes and rappelled
off. We hadn't brought a portaledge to the Ak-Su because we wanted to go
light and fast but we now regretted our decision, as we found no natural
ledges bigger than a house brick on the whole wall. At night we shivered in
camp and sang Barry Manilow songs, which led to complaints from our
American friends. They had already been here five weeks and wondered
why we had come so late in the season. In perfect weather the Americans
had done numerous climbs but now, in September, the season was coming
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to an end. We had only decided to come on this trip shortly before we left
and a friend, an old hand on Kyrghyzstan, told us September would be
fme. The horsemen assured us that we would have to cut our trip short if
we were to have any hope of getting all our kit out on horseback, because
the snows were coming. The pressure was on for us to get up our wall fast.

We scrounged a fixing rope off the Americans and went back up to fix a
couple more pitches. In a flying chimney Dave became allergic to the lichen
and lowered off with swollen eyes. I took over and back and footed out
into space. Then came more scary face and friction, drilling the odd bolt
miles out on gritty smears. But now we had run out of rope again on an
overhanging wall, with nowhere to sleep. It seemed there was no way out.

Meanwhile Noel and Johnny had enjoyed making the second ascent of
the Americans' route Black Magic on Center Pyramid but had decided to
leave early for home. The cold was too much. Dave and I had to stay and
luckily for us they gave us three more ropes to fix. While Noel and Johnny
made numerous boulder problems in the valley, waiting for the horsemen
to take them out, we tackled the crux pitches of the route.

Dave was leading up to the central arch feature of the wall when he hit a
blank wall. He moved up and down for an age and then pronounced, 'It's
no good, Paul. I'll have to drill some bat hooks.' As he was on the second
bat move his hammer deflected off the top of the drill and fractured his
thumb. In pain he lowered to the hanging belay.

'You'll have to go .up, I can't grip the drill anyrnore.' I moved onto the
face and, with the hooks for protection, I found a circuitous and tenuous
free way with a downward traverse on tiny razor edges to reach a ladder of
good little holds. I pulled an overhang and found a perfect pancake flake
running the rest of the 60 metres.

'It looks easy now Dave,' I shouted down. But as Dave led through,
horizontally round a corner he shouted back, 'No it isn't, Paul.'

Back down we had to go to see to Dave's hand. The daily jumaring was
becoming a dangerous chore. We had come to get away from this kind of
thing and here we were, yet again, fixing. Jugging over one huge, sharp
lipped roof in particular was quite terrifying, spinning in the air and seeing
the river below our feet.

The hardest pitch was now to come. I aided up a thin seam on copper
heads to fix protection for a desperate, thin face sequence. I lowered down,
composed myself and pulled off the moves to reach a fmgertip layback
flake in an incredibly exposed position. Another 60m higher and I belayed
on easier ground. Dave seconded stoically with a hurting hand. The next
pitch looked easier and Dave could cope as long as there was no jamming.
A beautiful 70m simo pitch ran us out of all our rope. The top was 700m of
confusing slabs away and next time up we would go for the top.

At camp we ate sheep and rice, drank vodka which said 'Fit for human
consumption' on the label and said goodbye to Noel, Johnny and the
Americans. Now it was just Artyk, Dave and I.
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We crawled out early, but not too early as it was too freezing to climb,
and made the long jumar back to our high point. We had only packed six
chocolate bars, two litres of juice and spare jackets. We didn't have much
time left and it had to be today. Dave led off in the morning chill and made
a 200m runout leftwards traverse on a friction slab. Our route seemed never
to go upwards, the dykes always leading us left or right. We had hit many
blind alleys and were now going all over the place.

I led an easier straight-up pitch at last and then Dave had to take us 60m
back right. It was noon, but around the next bulge we knew we would be
into the upper corner system. I made one more pitch, flying now, and as
Dave led out another we began to simo-climb for 400m until we hit a sharp
arete. In a spacey position we simoed in the sunshine to the summit, where
we were met by two weasels who were very curious to see the new arrivals.

We had a stunning view of the Pamir Alai range, Bird Peak looking
particularly fine as a future hit. To the west was Peak 48l0m and the
wonderfully-named One Thousand Years of Russian Christianity and, to
the north, the Russian Tower. SurroT:mded by all this rock we were sad that
we would have to leave for home, but I knew I would be coming back.

The descent gully was dangerous but quick and at dusk we were back at
camp. I made the mistake of celebrating with Alumbec the horseman by
chewing some of his tobacco, which turned out to be laced with opium and
ground glass. Dave took to it well but I had to hide in my tent trying to
control that violent spinning feeling. But I was content to have done what
we had set out to do.

We still had a couple of days before we could leave so Dave and I went
and explored the Kara-Su valley next door. We found miles of rock in a
more rugged terrain than the Ak-Su. I walked alone up the glacier to watch
the avalanches coming off Pyramidalniy and there, close to 4000m, I found
a steam-driven tractor on the lateral moraine. Further up I found mine
workings and machinery. What were they mining in such a desolate place?

Back at our bivouac I found that my new rope had disappeared out of my
rucksack. There were a handful of dzo herders in the valley but I couldn't
really go casting accusations. All the herders were descending from the
mountains now and we were following them. I discovered that the workings
up above the glacier were a mica mine which, I was informed, was used for
making car windscreens!

Almost at the roadhead Dave and I were way ahead of the team when we
came across a caravan of herders bringing their homes down to the valleys
on the backs of their horses. On closer inspection Dave noticed that the
loads were strapped on with my new Beal 8.6mm rope neatly chopped up
and divided between all the horses! I started shouting at the herder and
pointing at the rope. 'My rope. This my rope!' The herdsman stood and
smiled with his rifle over his shoulder. Dave and I looked at each other in
bewilderment, looked back at the man and then we too broke into broad
smiles. What else could we do?
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Summary: Noel Craine, Johnny Dawes, Dave Green and Paul Pritchard
visited the Ak-Su/Kara-Su area of Kyrghyzstan in September 1997. Green
and Pritchard climbed a l200m new route (The Great Game, 5.12b) on the
West Face of a c4200m unclimbed rock formation (named The Wall of
Dykes) immediately to the south of the Russian Tower.

Their aim was to climb free, but with no ledges on the face the climbers
fixed seven 60m ropes on their proposed line. After Craine and Dawes left
early, Green and Pritchard spent five days fixing their ropes, coming down
to their tent in the valley each night. The easiest sections involved HVS Sa
climbing. At one stage Green started out on a pitch, only to fmd he was
unable to free climb a section. He then attempted to cross this via a series
of bathook moves to reach easier ground. While drilling a placement he
gave his thumb a resounding blow with the hammer and had no option but
to retreat. Pritchard took over and with only a hook for protection managed
a bold series of moves to climb the pitch free at £4.

The crux pitch nearly put an end to an all-free ascent. A thin seam rose
up, only to peter out in a smooth wall above. Pritchard aided the seam on
copperheads to a point where it vanished, then placed a bolt. Hanging out
from this he was able to see a thin 'onion skin' flake to the right offering a
possible fmgertip layback. Descending to the belay he pulled the ropes,
free climbed the seam to the bolt and made a hard traverse to reach the
flake. The pitch went at £5 6b.

The fmal day involved 18 hours of climbing beginning with £3 friction
slabs and higher, VS corners for another c650m to reach the top. Three
protection bolts and five belay bolts were placed, all having been drilled by
hand. Bolts were placed only when considered absolutely necessary.



23. Kyrghyz horsemen in the Ak-Su Valley, Pamir Alai Range. Right Our cook Artyk.
(Paul Pritcharcl) (p 109)

24. Dave Green and Paul Pritchard on the summit of the Wall of Dykes.
(Paul Pritchard) (p I09)



25. Dave Green leading on the fmal day of The Great Game, the Russian Tower behind.
(Paul Pritchard) (p109)
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